Abstract. A powerful and versatile method of shape-preserving interpolation is developed in terms of piecewise exponential functions with a tension factor associated with each interval. Knots coincide with data points, and the interpolant is formulated in terms of its values and first derivatives at these points. For a given set of derivatives, this enables the efficient computation of the minimum tension factor for which the interpolant satisfies locally defined properties such as monotonicity and convexity, as well as more general bounds on function values and derivatives, in each interval. A local derivative-estimation procedure results in a C interpolant satisfying the constraints with minimum tension, and an iterative procedure can be used to obtain a C spline fit which satisfies the constraints. Test results are presented which show both methods to produce visually pleasing interpolants to various data sets.
Tension splines with uniform tension were introduced by Schweikert [17] and generalized by Sp/ith [18] to allow tension factors to vary with intervals. Cline [2] has developed software for both interpolation and smoothing using splines with uniform tension, and convergence rates and asymptotic behavior of interpolatory tension splines with variable tension have been analyzed by Pruess [12] . Spith [18] describes an iterative procedure for selecting tension factors to avoid extraneous inflection points, and Lynch [9] provides methods and software for selecting a tension factor to satisfy bounds on function values and derivatives, as well as preserving local convexity. The latter method applies only to the case of uniform tension, however, and thus generally results in far more tension than is necessary in some intervals.
Since continuity of second derivatives is not always necessary and C interpolants often result in a more pleasing appearance, the method presented here generalizes tension splines to piecewise exponential or cubic functions with C 2 splines as an option corresponding to appropriate choice of derivatives at the abscissae. This approach also provides a basis for automatic selection of tension factors.
The interpolant is formulated in 2. Methods for selecting tension factors are described in 3. Section 4 is addressed to numerically stable evaluation procedures. Selection of nodal derivatives is discussed in 5. Test results are presented in 6. the continuity restriction on f has been relaxed, and trk has been scaled by 1/hk. This normalization makes the interpolant independent of a scaling of the abscissae (as well as the data values). Note that, on [Xk, Xk/], Crk =0 impliesf is cubic, and crk > 0 implies (hk/trk)2f'--f is linear and f therefore approaches linear as crk increases.
In order to simplify the notation, we will restrict attention to the interval [x, x2] and omit the subscripts on tr and h. The following notation will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. Let y, Y2 and y, y denote the data values and derivatives, respectively, associated with x, x2, and define h=x2-xl, b=(x2-x)/h, s=(y2-Yl)/h, d,=s-y, d2=y-s.
A convenient set of basis functions for the interpolant may be obtained from the following modified hyperbolic functions: sinhm (z) sinh (z) z and coshm (z) cosh (z) 1.
Further, we define E tr sinh (tr) 2 coshm (tr) coshm 2 (tr) sinhm (tr) sinh (tr), at tr* coshm (tr)d2-sinhm (tr)(dl + d2), t2 r* sinh (tr)d2-coshm (o')(d + d2).
Note that E > 0 for tr> 0. This is verified by differentiating E(tr) with respect to tr: E'(tr) tr* cosh (tr)-sinh (tr) and E"(tr) tr* sinh (tr). Thus, E(0) E'(0) =0 
While a more standard approach to formulating the interpolant involves two local coordinates, b and 1-b, the expressions chosen here are more convenient for the analysis to follow. 3. Selection of tension factors. This section is addressed to methods for computing the minimum tension necessary to satisfy a constraint in an interval for which data values and derivatives are given at the endpoints. In the case of (72 interpolation, tension factors can be chosen by alternating between computation of nodal derivatives and the procedures discussed below. This is further discussed in 5. The three types of constraints treated are (i) bounds on function values, (ii) bounds on first derivative values, with monotonicity treated as a special case, and (iii) convexity (or concavity).
All bounds are taken to be strict.
For each type of constraint there are three possibilities: (a) the constraint cannot be satisfied, (b) the constraint is satisfied by the cubic (tr =0), (c) tr > 0 is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the constraint.
The methods consist of testing for the three situations in the order specified, and computing the minimum necessary tension factor in case (c).
We first consider conditions under which the constraint can be satisfied. The following is a restatement of Theorem 3 from Pruess [12] [6] , but provides for a more convenient computational procedure to ascertain the monotonicity of fo. 
In order to locate the extrema of f', define
Then, since f" is continuous and has at most one zero in the closed interval, f' has an extremum at b* (0, 1) if and only if f" changes sign; i.e., if and only if y < O. In this case, it is easily verified that AC > 0 and the extremum is defined by exp (trb*) x/C/A. 
and g is therefore strictly increasing.
In order to find the minimum tension required for convexity when g(0)<0, Newton's method is used to compute the zero of g. An expression for g'(tr) is contained in the proof above and, omitting the details, Rentrop defines P(z) in terms of truncated coefficients from the formula SINH 1984 from Hart et al. [7] . This is the best fourth degree polynomial approximation to sinh (z) on [0,.5] but is not optimal for the modified hyperbolic functions. We determined optimal coefficients by fitting zaQ(z2) to sinhm (z) on a set of 10 We restrict attention to the interval Ix1, x2] and define yl f(xl), y2= f(x2), y f'(x), y= f'(x2), h x2-x, s=(y2-y)/h, d s y, d2 y-s, u x2-x, bl u/ h, u2=x-x and b2=u2/h. (-trc) is equal to the machine precision (the floating point values of 1 e and 1 + e are unity for r > r). 5 . Nodal derivatives. This section is addressed to both local derivative-estimation procedures for a C interpolant, and a global procedure in which the nodal derivatives y are chosen to result in second-derivative continuity with some choice of end conditions. The C a interpolation method has an advantage in terms of accuracy and the additional smoothness, which may be necessary in some applications, but is less efficient in both the preprocessing and evaluation phases. In the preprocessing phase, a linear system must be solved for the derivatives; and when constraints are to be satisfied, an iteration must be placed around the computation of derivatives and tension factors. Also, this process must be repeated if an additional data point is added to the system, whereas local methods, in which y depends only on a few nearby data points, allow for efficient updating of the data set. When constraints are imposed, the C a interpolant generally has nonzero tension factors in most of the intervals, whereas the C method, with appropriate choice of derivatives, results in relatively few nonzero tension factors, and is therefore more efficient in the evaluation phase. 5 [5] , and the filtering methods of Hyman [8] are designed to preserve shape properties of the data. Five methods were compared using the data sets listed in 6 and tension factors chosen to preserve local convexity and monotonicity. On the basis of appearance of the interpolant, the shape-preserving methods of Akima, Fritsch and Butland, and Hyman were found to be comparable to each other and superior to McLain's method and the parabolic interpolation method. We therefore conclude that tension cannot overcome the defects of a method which is not designed to preserve shape properties, but any shape-preserving method for Hermite cubic interpolation provides an adequate means of selecting derivatives for C tension splines.
On the basis of its simplicity and efficiency, we chose Hyman's monotonicityconstrained parabolic method as our primary derivative-estimation procedure. The derivative at x is initialized to the derivative of the quadratic interpolant defined by three data points; i.e., where y' and y'.' are the specified values. In either case, the linear system is symmetric and tridiagonal. In the case of natural boundary conditions, f"(x)=f"(x.)=0, the nodal derivatives are the unique solution to the problem of minimizing the functional
If a pair of parameterized tension splines are to be used to fit a curve through a sequence of points in the plane, then, in the case of a closed curve, each spline must satisfy periodic end conditions. This is achieved by extending f to the appropriate value of Xn+ > X such that f(Xn+l) Yl Regardless of the choice of end conditions, the system is strictly diagonally dominant since 2gl (tr) g2(tr) tr/(hE)[tr coshm (or) 2 sinhm (tr) > 0, and thus gl(cr)> g2(tr)-g(tr). Also, since the diagonal elements are positive, the system is positive definite and hence requires no pivoting for a stable solution. The work space required by the solution method is a single array of length n-1, or two such arrays in the case of periodic end conditions.
It may be of interest to note the effect of infinite tension on the choice of derivatives.
For large tr, approximate values of g and g2 are tr(tr-1)/(h(tr-2)) and o'2/(h(tr-2)), respectively. Thus both gl and g2 approach tr/h, and as tri_ and tri approach infinity, y approaches (hi_isi + hisi_)/(hi_ + hi) for 2-< i-< n-1. This is the parabolic interpolation method.
We now consider the problem of choosing minimum tension factors required to satisfy constraints associated with the intervals when a C 2 interpolant is desired. In this case, the equations for tension factors cannot be separated, and a system of 2n-1 nonlinear equations must be solved for the n nodal derivatives and n 1 tension factors.
Newton's method might be a viable approach but would probably require finite difference approximations to Jacobian entries since the partial derivatives with respect to tension factors are extremely complex and difficult to formulate without cancellation error--particularly in the case of bounds on function values. Even in the case of a single uniform tension factor, a method of this type is quite cumbersome [9] .
As an alternative we used a simple iterative procedure which, beginning with zero tension factors, alternates between solving the linear system for nodal derivatives and applying the methods of 3 to choose optimal tension factors for the given derivative estimates. By updating a tension factor only if it increased from the previous iteration, and placing an upper bound (100) on tension factors, convergence is ensured (although not necessarily within an acceptable number of iterations) and the constraints are satisfied, but with more tension than necessary in some cases. This method has the advantages that no additional code is required for its implementation, it takes full advantage of the sparsity and linearity in the problem, and it provides for flexibility in choosing a balance between constraints and smoothness of the interpolant. The iterative procedure can be terminated at any point with either the constraints or second-derivative continuity satisfied, depending upon which step was last executed. Test results are presented in the next section.
6. Test results. This section presents plots of both the C and C 2 interpolants on each of six data sets with tension factors chosen to preserve local convexity and monotonicity (see Figs. 1-12 ). All computing was performed on the DEC PDP-10 system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the DISSPLA graphics package was used to produce the plots. Data points, nodal derivatives, and tension factors are listed in Tables 1-6 . Since convexity of the interpolant implies monotonicity, tension factors were chosen for convexity except where monotonicity can be satisfied and convexity cannot. This occurs only in the second to last interval of data set 1. The endpoint derivatives y and y' of the C interpolant were used as boundary values for the C 2 method. Work is under way on extending the methods and software to more general problems such as fitting a surface to points arbitrarily distributed in a two-dimensional domain.
